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OutlineOutline
•• generalized harmonic coordinatesgeneralized harmonic coordinates

–– definition & utility in GRdefinition & utility in GR

–– a numerical evolution scheme based on this form of the field a numerical evolution scheme based on this form of the field 
equationsequations

–– choosing the slicing/spatial gaugechoosing the slicing/spatial gauge

–– constraint dampingconstraint damping

–– some details of the numerical codesome details of the numerical code

•• early simulation resultsearly simulation results

–– merger of an eccentric black hole binarymerger of an eccentric black hole binary



Numerical relativity using generalized harmonic Numerical relativity using generalized harmonic 
coordinates coordinates –– a brief overviewa brief overview

•• FormalismFormalism

–– the Einstein equations are rethe Einstein equations are re--expressed in terms of expressed in terms of generalized harmonic generalized harmonic 
coordinatescoordinates

•• add add source functionssource functions to the definition of harmonic coordinates to be able to choose to the definition of harmonic coordinates to be able to choose 
arbitrary slicing/gauge conditionsarbitrary slicing/gauge conditions

–– add add constraint damping termsconstraint damping terms to aid in the stable evolution of black hole to aid in the stable evolution of black hole 
spacetimesspacetimes

•• Numerical methodNumerical method

–– equations equations discretizeddiscretized using using finite differencefinite difference methodsmethods
–– directlydirectly discretizediscretize the metric; i.e. not reduced to first order formthe metric; i.e. not reduced to first order form
–– use use adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to adequately resolve all relevant to adequately resolve all relevant 

spatial/temporal length scales (still need supercomputers in 3D)spatial/temporal length scales (still need supercomputers in 3D)
–– use (dynamical) use (dynamical) excisionexcision to deal with geometric singularities that occur inside of to deal with geometric singularities that occur inside of 

black holesblack holes
–– add add numerical dissipationnumerical dissipation to eliminate highto eliminate high--frequency instabilities that otherwise frequency instabilities that otherwise 

tend to occur near black holestend to occur near black holes
–– use a coordinate system use a coordinate system compactifiedcompactified to spatial infinityto spatial infinity to place the physically to place the physically 

correct outer boundary conditionscorrect outer boundary conditions



Generalized Harmonic CoordinatesGeneralized Harmonic Coordinates

•• Generalized harmonic coordinates introduce a set of Generalized harmonic coordinates introduce a set of 
arbitrary arbitrary source functionssource functions HH uu into the usual definition of into the usual definition of 
harmonic coordinatesharmonic coordinates

•• When this condition (specifically its gradient) is When this condition (specifically its gradient) is 
substituted for certain terms in the Einstein equations, substituted for certain terms in the Einstein equations, 
and the and the HH uu are promoted to the status of independent are promoted to the status of independent 
functionsfunctions, the principle part of the equation for , the principle part of the equation for eacheach
metric element reduces to a simple wave equation
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Generalized Harmonic CoordinatesGeneralized Harmonic Coordinates

•• The claim then is that a solution to the coupled EinsteinThe claim then is that a solution to the coupled Einstein--harmonic harmonic 
equations equations 

which include (arbitrary) evolution equations for the source which include (arbitrary) evolution equations for the source 
functions, plus addition matter evolution equations, will also bfunctions, plus addition matter evolution equations, will also be a e a 
solution to the Einstein equations solution to the Einstein equations provided provided the harmonic constraints the harmonic constraints 

and their first time derivative are satisfied at the initial timand their first time derivative are satisfied at the initial time.e.

•• ““ProofProof”
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An evolution scheme based upon this An evolution scheme based upon this 
decompositiondecomposition

•• The idea (following The idea (following GarfinkleGarfinkle [PRD 65, 044029 (2002)][PRD 65, 044029 (2002)]; see ; see 
also also SzilagyiSzilagyi & & WinicourWinicour [PRD 68, 041501 (2003)][PRD 68, 041501 (2003)]) is to ) is to 
construct an evolution scheme based directly upon the construct an evolution scheme based directly upon the 
preceding equationspreceding equations

–– one can view the source functions as being analogous to the one can view the source functions as being analogous to the 
lapse and shift in an ADM style decomposition, encoding the 4 lapse and shift in an ADM style decomposition, encoding the 4 
coordinate degrees of freedomcoordinate degrees of freedom

–– the system of equations is manifestly hyperbolic (if the metric the system of equations is manifestly hyperbolic (if the metric is is 
nonnon--singular and maintains a definite signature)singular and maintains a definite signature)

–– the the ””constraintconstraint”” equations are the generalized harmonic equations are the generalized harmonic 
coordinate conditions coordinate conditions 



A 3D numerical code based upon this schemeA 3D numerical code based upon this scheme

•• Attractive features for a numerical codeAttractive features for a numerical code

–– wave nature of each equation suggests that it will be straightwave nature of each equation suggests that it will be straight--forward forward 
to to discretizediscretize using standard AMR techniques developed for hyperbolic using standard AMR techniques developed for hyperbolic 
equationsequations

–– the fact that the principle part of each equation is a wave equathe fact that the principle part of each equation is a wave equation tion 
suggests a simple, suggests a simple, directdirect discretizationdiscretization scheme (leapfrog) :scheme (leapfrog) :

•• no first order quantities are introduced, i.e. the fundamental dno first order quantities are introduced, i.e. the fundamental discrete iscrete 
variables are the metric elementsvariables are the metric elements

•• the resulting system of equations has the minimal number of consthe resulting system of equations has the minimal number of constraints traints 
possible (4) for a general, Cauchypossible (4) for a general, Cauchy--based Einstein gravity codebased Einstein gravity code

–– simpler to control simpler to control ““constraint violating modesconstraint violating modes”” when presentwhen present

•• an additional numerical issue we wanted to explore with this codan additional numerical issue we wanted to explore with this code is e is 
the use of a spatially the use of a spatially compactifiedcompactified coordinate system to apply coordinate system to apply 
correct asymptotically flat boundary conditionscorrect asymptotically flat boundary conditions



Coordinate IssuesCoordinate Issues

•• The source functions encode the coordinate The source functions encode the coordinate 
degrees of freedom of the degrees of freedom of the spacetimespacetime

–– how does one specify how does one specify HH uu to achieve a particular to achieve a particular 
slicing/spatial gauge?slicing/spatial gauge?

–– what class of evolutions equations for what class of evolutions equations for HH uu can be used can be used 
that will not adversely affect the well that will not adversely affect the well posednessposedness of of 
the system of equations?the system of equations?



Specifying the Specifying the spacetimespacetime coordinatescoordinates
•• A way to gain insight into how a given A way to gain insight into how a given HH uu could affect the could affect the 

coordinates is to appeal to the ADM metric decompositioncoordinates is to appeal to the ADM metric decomposition
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Specifying the Specifying the spacetimespacetime coordinatescoordinates
•• Therefore, Therefore, HH tt ((HH ii ) can be chosen to ) can be chosen to drivedrive αα ((β β ii) to ) to 

desired valuesdesired values

–– for example, the following slicing conditions are all designed tfor example, the following slicing conditions are all designed to o 
keep the lapse from keep the lapse from ““collapsingcollapsing””, and have so far proven useful , and have so far proven useful 
in removing some of the coordinate problems with harmonic in removing some of the coordinate problems with harmonic 
time slicingtime slicing
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Constraint DampingConstraint Damping
•• Following a suggestion by C. Following a suggestion by C. GundlachGundlach (based on earlier (based on earlier 

work by work by BrodbeckBrodbeck et al et al [J. Math. Phys. 40, 909 (1999)][J. Math. Phys. 40, 909 (1999)]) ) 
modify the Einstein equations in harmonic form as modify the Einstein equations in harmonic form as 
follows: follows: 

wherewhere

•• For positive For positive κκ, , GundlachGundlach et al have shown that all et al have shown that all 
constraintconstraint--violations with finite wavelength are damped violations with finite wavelength are damped 
for linear perturbations around flat for linear perturbations around flat spacetime
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Effect of constraint dampingEffect of constraint damping

•• AxisymmetricAxisymmetric simulation of simulation of 
a Schwarzschild black holea Schwarzschild black hole

•• Left and right simulations Left and right simulations 
use use identicalidentical parameters parameters 
except for the use of except for the use of 
constraint dampingconstraint damping

κκ=0=0 κκ=1/(2M)=1/(2M)



An early result An early result –– merger of an eccentric merger of an eccentric 
binary systembinary system

•• Initial dataInitial data

–– at this stage I am most interested in the dynamics of binary sysat this stage I am most interested in the dynamics of binary systems in general tems in general 
relativity, and not with trying to produce an initial setrelativity, and not with trying to produce an initial set--up that mimics a particular up that mimics a particular 
astrophysical scenarioastrophysical scenario

–– hence, use hence, use boosted scalar field collapseboosted scalar field collapse to set up the binaryto set up the binary

–– choice for initial geometry and scalar field profile:choice for initial geometry and scalar field profile:
•• spatial metric and its first time derivative is spatial metric and its first time derivative is conformallyconformally flatflat
•• maximalmaximal (gives initial value of lapse and time derivative of conformal (gives initial value of lapse and time derivative of conformal factor) and factor) and 

harmonicharmonic (gives initial time derivatives of lapse and shift)(gives initial time derivatives of lapse and shift)
•• Hamiltonian and Momentum constraints solved for initial values oHamiltonian and Momentum constraints solved for initial values of the conformal factor f the conformal factor 

and shift, respectivelyand shift, respectively

–– advantages of this approachadvantages of this approach
•• ““simplesimple”” in that initial time slice is singularity freein that initial time slice is singularity free
•• all nonall non--trivial initial geometry is driven by the scalar fieldtrivial initial geometry is driven by the scalar field——when the scalar field when the scalar field 

amplitude is zero we recover amplitude is zero we recover MinkowskiMinkowski spacetimespacetime

–– disadvantagesdisadvantages
•• adad--hoc in choice of parameters to produce a desired binary systemhoc in choice of parameters to produce a desired binary system
•• uncontrollable amount of  uncontrollable amount of  ““junkjunk”” initial radiation (scalar and gravitational) in the initial radiation (scalar and gravitational) in the 

spacetimespacetime; though ; though allall present initial data schemes suffer from this present initial data schemes suffer from this 



An early result An early result –– merger of an eccentric merger of an eccentric 
binary systembinary system

•• Gauge conditions:Gauge conditions:

–– Note: this is strictly speaking Note: this is strictly speaking notnot spatial harmonic gauge, which spatial harmonic gauge, which 
is defined in terms of the is defined in terms of the ““vectorvector”” components of the source components of the source 
functionfunction

•• Constraint damping term
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OrbitOrbit

•• Initially:Initially:
–– equal mass componentsequal mass components
–– eccentricity eccentricity e e ~ 0.25~ 0.25
–– coordinate separation of black holes ~ coordinate separation of black holes ~ 1616MM
–– proper distance between horizons ~ proper distance between horizons ~ 2020M M 
–– velocity of each black hole ~velocity of each black hole ~0.120.12
–– spin angular momentum = spin angular momentum = 00

Simulation (center of mass) coordinatesSimulation (center of mass) coordinates Reduced mass frame; solid black line is Reduced mass frame; solid black line is 
position of BH 1 relative to BH 2 (green position of BH 1 relative to BH 2 (green 
star); dashed blue line is reference ellipsestar); dashed blue line is reference ellipse

•• Final black hole:Final black hole:
–– MMff ~ ~ 1.851.85M M 
–– Kerr parameter Kerr parameter a ~ 0.7a ~ 0.7
–– error ~10% ??error ~10% ??



Lapse function Lapse function αα

All animations: z=0 slice, time in units of the mass of a singleAll animations: z=0 slice, time in units of the mass of a single, initial black hole, initial black hole



Scalar field Scalar field φ.φ.rr, , uncompactifieduncompactified coordinatescoordinates



Scalar field Scalar field φ.φ.rr, , compactifiedcompactified (code) coordinates(code) coordinates

)2/tan(),2/tan(),2/tan( πππ zzyyxx ===



Apparent horizonsApparent horizons

Coordinate shape of apparent horizons, viewed from directly abovCoordinate shape of apparent horizons, viewed from directly above the orbital planee the orbital plane



Gravitational wavesGravitational waves

Real component of the NewmanReal component of the Newman--Penrose scalar Penrose scalar ψψ44..rr, , 
uncompactifieduncompactified coordinatescoordinates



Summary of computationSummary of computation

•• base grid resolution base grid resolution 484833

–– 9 levels of 2:1 mesh refinement (9 levels of 2:1 mesh refinement (effectiveeffective finest grid finest grid 
resolution of resolution of 122881228833))

–– so far:so far:

•• ~60,000 time steps on finest level~60,000 time steps on finest level

•• total of around 70,000 CPU hours, first on 48 nodes of total of around 70,000 CPU hours, first on 48 nodes of UBCUBC’’ss
vnp4 cluster, then switched to 128 nodes of vnp4 cluster, then switched to 128 nodes of WestgridWestgrid’’ss
Beowulf clusterBeowulf cluster

–– maximum total memory usage ~ 20GB, disk usage ~ maximum total memory usage ~ 20GB, disk usage ~ 
400GB (and this is very infrequent output!)400GB (and this is very infrequent output!)



Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)

Scalar field Scalar field φ . φ . r, z=0r, z=0 sliceslice



Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)

Scalar field Scalar field φ . φ . r, z=0r, z=0 sliceslice



Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)

Scalar field Scalar field φ . φ . r, z=0r, z=0 sliceslice



Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)Sample mesh structure (different though similar simulation!)

Scalar field Scalar field φ . φ . r, z=0r, z=0 sliceslice



SummarySummary
•• All indications suggest that this scheme is capable of long termAll indications suggest that this scheme is capable of long term, stable evolutions of , stable evolutions of 

binary black hole systemsbinary black hole systems

•• CaveatsCaveats

–– almost prohibitively expensive to run, though working on code opalmost prohibitively expensive to run, though working on code optimizations plus finding timizations plus finding 
““goodgood”” AMR parametersAMR parameters

–– simple gauge conditions within the harmonic formalism have workesimple gauge conditions within the harmonic formalism have worked remarkably well for the d remarkably well for the 
cases studied so far; though no guarantees that this will contincases studied so far; though no guarantees that this will continue to be the case for unequal ue to be the case for unequal 
mass ratios, large initial spins, etcmass ratios, large initial spins, etc……

–– still still ““trickytricky”” getting the evolution pushed through the merger pointgetting the evolution pushed through the merger point
•• indications are this is just a resolution/AHindications are this is just a resolution/AH--finderfinder--robustness problem, though because of the robustness problem, though because of the ““curse of curse of 

dimensionalitydimensionality”” former point is a concernformer point is a concern

•• What physics can one hope to extract from these simulations in tWhat physics can one hope to extract from these simulations in the near future?he near future?

–– very broad initial survey of the qualitative features of the lasvery broad initial survey of the qualitative features of the last stages of binary mergerst stages of binary mergers

•• pick a handful of orbital parameters (mass ratio, eccentricity, pick a handful of orbital parameters (mass ratio, eccentricity, initial separation, individual black hole initial separation, individual black hole 
spins) widely separated in parameters spacespins) widely separated in parameters space

•• try to understand the general features of the emitted waves, thetry to understand the general features of the emitted waves, the total energy radiated, and range of total energy radiated, and range of 
final spins as a function of the initial parameters, plus surprifinal spins as a function of the initial parameters, plus surprises?ses?
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